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Let G be a simply connected, connected, semisimple algebraic group over ,
 Ž .  B be opposite Borel subgroups of G, and  Lie B . Let O G be the
quantised function algebra at a root of unity  and let U 0 be the quantised
enveloping algebra of  at a root of unity. We study the finite dimensional factor
 Ž .  0Ž . algebras O G g and U b for g	G and b	 B , which were introduced by 
ŽDe Concini, Kac, and Procesi 1992, in ‘‘Geometry and Analysis,’’ pp. 4165, Tata
. ŽInst. Fund. Res., Bombay and De Concini and Lyubashenko 1994, Ad . Math.
.108, 205262 . In particular we describe the complexity of these factor algebras in
terms of the Weyl group of G and deduce results on their representation type.
Finally we completely describe those factor algebras of finite representation type.
 2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
0.1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. A
Ž .fundamental Morita invariant of any finite dimensional algebra defined
over k is its representation type: roughly put, an algebra is of finite
Žrepresentation type if it has only a finite number of mutually non-isomor-
.phic indecomposable modules, tame representation type if, for every
d	, all but a finite number of its indecomposable modules of dimension
d lie in a finite number of one parameter families and wild representation
 type otherwise 10, 16 . One reason for calling an algebra A wild is that
there exists an embedding of the category of finite dimensional modules of
any other finite dimensional algebra into the category of finite dimensional
A-modules which preserves indecomposablility and reflects isomorphisms.
It is usually difficult to determine the representation type of a finite
dimensional algebra. A recent approach to this problem has been to relate
the representation type of a self-injective algebra to its complexity, a
measure of the rate of growth of minimal projective resolutions of arbi-
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Žtrary finite dimensional modules over the algebra. A self-injective algebra
which is not semisimple has infinite global dimension so this is a non-triv-
.ial invariant. Indeed Rickard succeeded in finding a sufficient condition
for a self-injective algebra to be of wild representation type in terms of the
 complexity of the algebra 38 .
0.2. For certain classes of finite dimensional self-injective algebras, in-
cluding group algebras and the reduced enveloping algebras of restricted
Lie algebras, it is possible to calculate complexity using support varieties.
Given a Hopf algebra H finitely generated over a central sub-Hopf
algebra H , we define a finite dimensional Hopf algebra H as0
H
H ,
H HŽ .0 
Ž .where H denotes the augmentation ideal of H . More generally given0  0
any algebraic character of H , say  , we define the finite dimensional0
algebra H as
H
H  . ker  HŽ .
In particular we have HH , where  is the augmentation of H . The 0
Yoneda product gives a graded commutative ring structure on the coho-
 Ž .mology Ext k, k . Moreover, if M and N are finite dimensional H -mod-H  Ž . Ž .ules there is an action of the ring Ext k, k on Ext M, N . For a largeH H
class of finite dimensional Hopf algebras, including group algebras and
restricted enveloping algebras of restricted Lie algebras, it has been shown
2 Ž .that Ext k, k is a finitely generated commutative k-algebra and thatH
 2Ž . Ž .Ext M, M is a finitely generated module over Ext k, k if M is aH H
finite dimensional H -module. As a result we can consider the variety,
2 Ž . , associated to Ext k, k and we define the support variety of a finiteH H
dimensional H -module to be the usual support variety in  of the H
2 Ž . Ž .Ext k, k -module Ext M, M . We denote the support variety of M byH H
Ž . M . There is a simple relationship between the complexity of a finiteH
dimensional H -module M and its support variety: the dimension of
Ž . M as a variety is equal to the complexity of M. Therefore toH
calculate the complexity of the finite dimensional algebras of the form H
we need to find the largest possible dimension of a support variety,
Ž . M . Such a maximum must occur among the simple H -modules. ThisH 
Ž .approach has been taken in the instance HU  , the enveloping alge-
Ž .bra of a classical restricted Lie algebra, with H  Z  , the central0 0
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p  p   subalgebra generated by elements of the form x  x where p de-
notes the restriction map. In this case the representation type of the
Ž .  algebras H reduced enveloping algebras has been largely described 37 .
Ž .0.3. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group over  and let  Lie G .
Fix a maximal torus of G, say T , contained in some Borel subgroup B.
   Ž .Let B be the Borel subgroup opposite to B and let   Lie B .
Several examples of Hopf algebras which are finitely generated over
central sub-Hopf algebras arise in the study of quantum groups. We will be
interested in two classes of these algebras: the quantised enveloping
algebra of  and the quantised function algebra of G, both at a root of
unity  . We will write the quantised enveloping algebra of  at a root of
unity  as U 0, at least when there is no ambiguity about the semisimple
Lie algebra in question. The algebra U 0 is finitely generated over a
 central sub-Hopf algebra which is isomorphic to O B , the ring of regular
functions on B. Here we denote the finite dimensional algebras de-
 0Ž . scribed above by U b for b	 B corresponding to an algebraic
 character of O B . The quantised function algebra of G at a root of
   unity  will be written as O G . The algebra O G is finitely generated 
 over a central sub-Hopf algebra which is isomorphic to O G , the ring of
regular functions on G. Here we denote the associated finite dimensional
 Ž .algebras by O G g for g	G corresponding to an algebraic character of
 O G .
Let W be the Weyl group of G with respect to T. There is a cell
decomposition of G into double Bruhat cells,
G Bw B
 Bw B. 1 2
Ž .w , w 	WW1 2
Similarly there is a cell decomposition of B,
B BwB
 B.
w	W
In both cases we have abused notation: we should pick representatives of
Ž . Ž .w	WN T T in N T in the above decompositions. However,G G
since T B, the decompositions are independent of this choice. It is
       Ž .shown in 13 that if g, g 	 B w B 
 B w B for some w , w 	W1 2 1 2
W there is an isomorphism of algebras
    O G g O G g ,Ž . Ž . 
     and similarly, in 12 , if b, b 	 B wB 
 B for some w	W there is an
isomorphism of algebras
U 0 b U 0 b .Ž . Ž . 
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0.4. The principal results of this paper describe the complexity of the
 Ž .  0Ž .  Ž .algebras O G g and U b for g	G and b	 B . Let l w be the 
length of w	W and let N be the length of the longest word, w , in W.0
We prove the following theorems, with a restriction on the order, l, of the
root of unity,  .
THEOREM 6.18. Let b	 BwB
 B for some w	W. The complexity
 0Ž . Ž .of the algebra U b is equal to N l w .
    Ž .THEOREM 6.20. Let g	 B w B 
 B w B for some w , w 	W1 2 1 2
 Ž . Ž . Ž .W. The complexity of the algebra O G g is equal to 2 N l w  l w . 1 2
We use these results to describe the representation type of the algebras
 0Ž .  Ž . U b and O G g for most b	 B and most g	G. The cases which 
Ž .have not been described arise when l w N 2 in the first instance and
Ž . Ž .when l w  l w  2 N 2 in the second. These factors, among other1 2
 things, are described in 6 using different methods. In particular it is
shown that such factors always have wild representation type.
 0Ž .  Ž .We describe when the algebras U b and O G g have finite 
representation type. As an application of the techniques used to prove
Theorem 6.18 and Theorem 6.20 we explicitly describe these algebras,
their basic algebras, and their interpretation as path algebras of quivers
 0Ž .with relations. In the case of U b these descriptions depend upon the
fixed points of the action of w on the simple roots of G. The basic0
algebras occurring in this instance are products of the two algebras
  X
 0and U  .Ž . 2lXŽ .
 Ž .For O G g the basic algebras are all products of
  X
.lXŽ .
Of course every result we prove for U 0 will have an analogue for U 0. 
ŽHowever, we will refrain hereafter from pointing this out with one
.exception following the proof of Lemma 6.14 .
0.5. The paper is divided into seven sections. In Section 1 we introduce
quantised enveloping algebras and quantised function algebras. In Section
2 we recall several results on their representation theory which will be
 used later. The principal source for this section is 15 . In Section 3 we
discuss Frobenius algebras in the setting of a Hopf algebra which is finitely
generated over a central sub-Hopf algebra. In particular we prove the
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finite dimensional algebras we study are Frobenius. In Section 4 we
 introduce complexity. We use a theorem in 38 to relate this to the
representation type of finite dimensional algebras, at least for self-injective
algebras. In Section 5 we study support varieties for finite dimensional
Hopf algebras arising from Hopf algebras which are finitely generated over
 central sub-Hopf algebras. In particular, following 20 , we prove the
complexity of a finite dimensional module is equal to the dimension of its
support variety. Section 6 sees the heart of the paper. Here we calculate
the complexity of the finite dimensional algebras associated to the quan-
tised enveloping algebra of  first and then deduce the result for
 quantised function algebras. This uses essentially the work of 22, 24 on
cohomology. In this section we prove Theorem 6.18 and Theorem 6.20. In
Section 7 we study the representation type of the finite dimensional
algebras using the results of the earlier sections. This section ends with a
discussion of the algebras of finite representation type.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we briefly outline the definitions of quantised enveloping
algebras and quantised function algebras. For further details of the con-
struction of the quantised enveloping algebras a good reference is 14,
Sects. 8 and 9 , while details for quantised function algebras can be found
 in 13, Sects. 24; 30; 31 .
1.1. We will assume q is an indeterminate over . For m	 , d	
define
d m d mq  q m         m  , m ! 1 2 . . . m , j	, 1,d d d d dd d 0q  q d
     m m 1 . . . m j 1d d dm  .j  j !dd
1.2. Let G be a simply connected, connected, semisimple algebraic group
Ž .defined over  and let  Lie G . Fix a maximal torus of G, say T , and
let B be a Borel subgroup of G containing T. Let B be the Borel
  Ž . Ž .subgroup of G opposite to B and let   Lie B . Let r rank  ,
Ž. Ž . denote the positive roots, P the weight lattice, Q the root lattice,
Ž . Ž ., the invariant bilinear form, and a the Cartan matrix. The simplei j
roots, Q, are written as  , and the fundamental weights, a dual basisi
Žto the simple roots under the above form, as  . When dealing with noti
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.necessarily simple roots we will use the notation 	. For each  definei
 , Ž .i i  4d  	 1, 2, 3 .i 2
Ž .Associated to any reduced expression of the unique longest word of W,
the Weyl group of G with respect to T B, we have a total ordering of
   . Such an ordering will be denoted by 	 , 	 , . . . , 	 where N .1 2 N
To be explicit we let w  s . . . s be a reduced expression of the longest0 i i1 N
Ž . Ž .word in W and define the positive roots 	  s . . . s  . For w	Wj i i i1 j1 j
Ž . Ž .let l w be the length of w and let s w be the rank of the linear map
Ž .w e on  P. For w	W define
w  4P  
	 P : w
 
 .
Ž w . Ž . Ž .By definition we have dim  P  r s w . The integer s w is equal
to smallest number, n, such that w can be written as a product of n
 reflections in arbitrary roots 28, Lemma A.1.18 .
1.3. Fix a lattice P, Q P P. We can now construct the quantised
 Ž  .enveloping algebra of  associated to P , denoted U  , P : it is aq
Ž . Ž . Ž . q -algebra with generators E , F i 1, . . . , r and K 	 P subjecti i 
to the relations
K K  K , K  1, 1Ž . 	 	 0
K E K1  qŽ ,  i.E , 2Ž . i  i
K F K1  qŽ  ,  i.F , 2Ž . i  i
K  K i iE , F   , 3Ž .i j i j d di iq  q
and the quantum Serre relations, for i j,
1ai j
s 1 a 1a s si j i j1 E E E  0,Ž .Ý i j is d is0
1ai j
s 1 a 1a s si j i j1 F F F  0.Ž .Ý i j is d is0
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Ž .The algebra U  , P is a Hopf algebra with comultiplication , an-q
tipode S, and counit  defined by
E  E  1 K  E , SE  K E , E  0,i i  i i  i ii i
F  F  K  1 F , SF  F K , F  0,i i  i i i  ii i
K  E  K , SK  K , K  1.     
Ž . Ž .We say U  , P is of simply connected type and U  , Q is of adjointq q
type.
 Ž . Ž .1.4. Let U resp. U be the subalgebra of U  , P generated byq
 4 Ž  4. 0Ž .E : i 1, . . . , r resp. F : i 1, . . . , r and U P be the sub-Hopfi i
 4algebra generated by K : 
	 P . We then have a triangular decomposi-

tion, as vector spaces,
UU 0 P UU  , P . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .q
 0 Ž  0.We define U resp. U to be the sub-Hopf algebra of the simply
Ž .  4 Žconnected algebra U  , P generated by E , K : i 1, . . . , r resp.q i w i
 .  0  0Ž . ŽF , K : i 1 . . . r . Then, as vector spaces, U U U P resp.i  i
 0 0Ž . .U U P U . This represents the quantised enveloping algebra
 Ž .associated to  resp.  .
Ž . 1.5. There exists a ‘‘PBW type’’ basis associated to U  , P ; see 13,q
 Sect. 1; 32 . Recall our total ordering on  given by 	  	  . . . 	 .1 2 N
Associated to any 		  we can construct E and F in U and U,	 	
respectively, depending on the choice of reduced expression for the longest
word in the Weyl group. The elements E , however, are equal to E for all ii
i 1, . . . , r. The ‘‘PBW type’’ basis of U consists of monomials of the
form
E s1 . . . E BN ,	 	1 N
where s 	N for all j 1, . . . , N. The basis of U has a similar form.j
Finally, choose some basis B of the lattice P. This induces an obvious
0Ž . Ž .basis on U P , which, by the triangular decomposition 4 , combines with
  Ž  .U and U to yield our ‘‘PBW-type’’ basis of U  , P . From thisq
discussion it is clear that an appropriate subset of this basis affords a basis
of any of the subalgebras above.
1.6. Henceforth we let  denote an lth root of unity with the restrictions
l is odd and prime to 3 if  has a component of type C .2
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1.7. The quantum algebras defined here permit an integral form which
allows specialisation to  . Such algebras satisfy the same Hopf algebra
relations as the generic examples above, with q replaced by  . These
algebras will be denoted by a subscript,  , for example, U 0. Moreover the
 ‘‘PBW-type’’ basis remains valid for these specialised algebras 32 . In
Ž . Ž .particular it becomes clear from the relations 1  3 and the form of the
basis that these algebras have ‘‘large’’ central subalgebras generated by the
Ž  .  lth powers of E , F , and K 		  , 
	 P ; see 11, Lemma 3.1 .	 	 

Therefore these algebras are free of finite rank over such central subalge-
bras. The observation that this rank is l N for U and l r for U 0 allows all
specific calculations of rank to be performed. It is also not difficult to see
Ž .  0  0that these central subalgebras of U  , U , and U are sub-Hopf  
algebras. Moreover, as Hopf algebras, the central subalgebra of U 0
Ž  0.   Ž  .  resp. U is isomorphic to O B resp. O B 14, Sect. 14 . We will
 0 Nrlet U , for example, denote the l -dimensional algebra
 0U 0U  , 5Ž .   0 O B U 
   where O B denotes the augmentation ideal of O B . We define
 0 0similarly the algebras U , U P , etc.Ž . 
1.8. In the sequel, if the lattice P is not specified for a quantised
enveloping algebra, take the simply connected type, that is, let P P.
1.9. To define the quantised function algebra of G we need first the
following well-known result; see, for example 27, 5.15.3 and Theorem
5.10 and Proposition 5.11 .
Ž .Let UU  , Q . Then the setq
 Ann V : V finite dimensional irreducible U-module 4Ž .
is zero and all irreducible finite dimensional representations are parameterised
by  r  P.2
 This result allows us to define O G to be a sub-Hopf algebra of theq
restricted dual U o. Specifically, we let  denote the class of finite
dimensional representations of U on which the K ’s act as powers of q i
Ž  4 .this corresponds to taking the representations parameterised by 1  P .
 Then O G is the algebra spanned by all matrix coefficients associated toq
Ž elements of . Recall, given V	 and  	 V, 	 V the matrix
V Ž . Ž . .coefficient c x equals  x. for all x	U. Since  is closed under, 
taking direct sums, tensor products, and passage to the dual module this is
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a well-defined sub-Hopf algebra of U o. In fact, as all finite dimensional
U-modules are completely reducible, it is enough to consider only the
matrix coefficients of irreducible representations since these will generate
  
O G . We denote such a matrix coefficient by c where  	 V andq  , 
  4  4 	 V and V is parameterised by 1  
	 1  P .
 1.10. We may define an integral version of O G using the integral formq
Ž .of U  , Q . We may likewise specialise this to  , forming the Hopfq
  2 Nralgebra O G . This specialised algebra is projective of rank l over a
 central sub-Hopf algebra which is isomorphic to O G , the ring of regular
   functions on G 13, Proposition 6.4 . We write O G for the obvious
Ž .analogue of the algebra in 5 .
 0  2. REPRESENTATIONS OF U AND O G 
In this section we survey results on the representation theory of U 0
 and O G which will be used in the sequel. Recall our convention in
Subsection 1.8: if the lattice P is not specified for a quantised enveloping
algebra take the simply connected type, P P.
 2.1. There is an injective algebra map 13
   0  0 : O G U U .  
 Moreover there exists a normal element, z, in O G whose image under 
 0  0 Ž .is invertible in U U . Thus  extends to a map also denoted  
   1   0  0 : O G z U U .  
    1 By 13, 4.3 and Sect. 6 the image of O G z under this embedding is
generated by the elements 1 E , F  1, and K  K for 		 , 
	 	 
 

l  	 P. Moreover the divisor corresponding to z 	O G is the complement
   of the big cell, B B G 15, Proposition 4.4 , and  restricted to
 Ž l.1   O G z is the algebra map associated to the dominant map: B  B
 G given by multiplication 13, Remark 6.1 .
The map  induces an embedding of augmented algebras
 0  0  : O G U U˜   
with image the algebra generated by 1 E , F  1, and K  K for	 	 
 

  		  , 
	 P 24, Lemma 3.2 .
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    2.2. Given b	 B and g	G let  O B and  O G denoteb g
 0Ž .the associated maximal ideals. We define the algebra U b as
U 0 0U b  ,Ž .  0 Ub 
 Ž .and the algebra O G g as
 O G O G g  .Ž .   O Gg 
These algebras have dimension l N r and l 2 Nr, respectively.
2.3. There are cell decompositions of both B and G induced from the
Bruhat decomposition of G:
B BwB
 B and
w	W
G Bw B
 Bw B. 1 2
Ž .w w 	WW1 2
For w , w 	W we will write X  Bw B
 Bw B. We have for1 2 w , w 1 21 2
all w , w 	W1 2
dim X  l w  l w  r .Ž . Ž .Ž .w , w 1 21 2
The following theorem relates these decompositions to representation
theory.
Ž .   THEOREM. i 12, Theorem 4.4 Suppose b, b 	 X for some w	W.w , e
Then there is an isomorphism of algebras
U 0 b U 0 b .Ž . Ž . 
Ž .   ii 13, Sect. 9 Suppose g, g 	 X for some w , w 	W. Thenw , w 1 21 2
there is an isomorphism of algebras
    O G g O G g .Ž . Ž . 
More is known: each cell is a T-orbit of symplectic leaves which have
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 1 .dimension l w  s w and l w  l w  s w w in X and X ,1 2 2 1 w , e w , w1 2 respectively 26, Appendix .
 We should remark that in 13, Sect. 9 the second claim above is proved
using analytic methods. To accommodate this the authors consider the
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˜           extension O G O G  C G of O G , where C G denotes the  O G  
infinitely differentiable functions on G. When we pass to the correspond-
ing factor algebras, however, we find that for dimension reasons it is
 Ž .sufficient to consider only the algebraic case O G g . This is implicit in
 13, Sect. 10 .
 0  0Ž .  Ž .  2.4. Clearly we have U 1 U and O G 1 O G . It is easy to   
see the simple modules for these particular algebras are all one-dimen-
sional and in bijective correspondence with the elements of Q QlQ.l
 0Indeed, given 	Q, let  denote the following one dimensional U - 
module:
E .1 0 for 1 jN ,	 j
K .1  Ž
 ,  . for 
	 P .

Ž .Then   only if   mod lQ , and these modules exhaust the 
 0  irreducible U -modules. The O G -modules  are described similarly,  
using the embedding  .˜
Ž .2.5. Fix an element w	W. Suppose l w  t and
w s . . . s 6Ž .i i1 t
is a reduced expression for w. We define A to be algebra generated byw
the elements E , . . . , E and U to be the algebra generated by A	 	 w w1 t
 Ž .and the elements K for 
	 P. By 14, Proposition 9.3 a both of these

Ž .algebras are independent of the choice of reduced expression for w, 6 .
 Ž .As usual, given b	 B , define A b asw
Aw
A b  , 7Ž . Ž .w  
 A AŽ .b w w
Ž .and U b asw
Uw
U b  . 8Ž . Ž .w  
U UŽ .b w w
These algebras have dimension l t and l tr, respectively.
2.6. We say that l is good if it is odd and prime to the bad primes for the
root system of G. In other words l is odd and if
r
 a ˜ Ý i i
i1
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is the longest root in  then l is prime to all a . Only the integers 2, 3,i
and 5 can occur as bad primes. This condition subsumes that in Subsection
1.6 but is only more restrictive for types E and F. For the remainder of
this section we will suppose that l is good.
 2.7. The following was proved in 15
 THEOREM 15, Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 . Let b	 X .w , e
Ž .  0Ž .i Restriction proides a bijection between the simple U b -mod-
Ž .ules and the simple U b -modules.w
Ž .  0Ž .ii Let L be a simple U b -module. A complete list of simple
 0Ž .U b -modules is gien by   L for 	Q . Moreoer L is isomorphic  l
Ž . wto   L if and only if 
,  	 l, for all 
	 P . In particular there are
rsŽw .  0Ž .exactly l simple U b -modules.
Ž .  0Ž . Ž12.Ž lŽw .sŽw ..iii The simple U b -modules hae dimension l .
Ž .  0Part iii can be considered as a ‘‘KacWeisfeiler’’ theorem for U .
Ž . Ž .2.8. A simple counting argument, using Theorem 2.7 ii and iii , gives
the following corollary.
Ž .COROLLARY. Let b	 X . Then the algebra U b is semisimple: it hasw , e w
precisely l rsŽw . simple modules, each of dimension l Ž12.Ž lŽw .sŽw ...
2.9. As both X and X are invariant under multiplication by T wew , e e, w1 2
can find unipotent elements b 	 X and b 	 X . Then we can w , e  e, w1 2
choose g b b 	 X 
 BB and therefore we have an embedding  w , w1 2
   0  0 : O G g U b U b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .g     
Ž . Ž . Ž . rwith image a skew group ring extension of U b U b by l 
0U .
Fix reduced expressions for w , w 	W1 2
w  s . . . s , w  s  . . . s  .1 i i 2 i i1 t 1 t
We define A to be the algebra generated by the elements F w , w 	1 2 1
1, . . . F   1 and 1 E , . . . 1 E and U to be the algebra gener-	 	 	 r w , wt t 1 2
ated by A and the elements K  K for 
	 P. We define finitew , w 
 
1 2
Ž . Ž . dimensional algebras A b , b and U b , b for b 	 B andw , w   w , w   1 2 1 2 Ž . Ž .b 	 B as in 7 and 8 .
 THEOREM 15, Proposition 4.10 and Theorem 4.10 . Let g	 Xw , w1 2
such that g b b for unipotent b 	 B and b 	 B.   
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Ž .i There is a bijection, induced by restriction, between the simple
 Ž . Ž .O G g -modules and the simple U b , b -modules. w , w  1 2
Ž .  Ž .ii Let L be a simple O G g -module. A complete list of simple
 Ž .O G g -modules is gien by   L for 	Q . Moreoer L and   L  l 
Ž Ž . . w 21w1are isomorphic if and only if w 
 ,  	 l for all 
	 P .1
Ž .  Ž .iii T h e sim p le O G g -m o d u les h a e d im en sio n
l Ž12.Ž lŽw1.lŽw 2 .sŽw 2
1w1...
It follows from Theorem 2.3 that this theorem completely describes the
 Ž .dimensions and number of simple O G g -modules for any g	G.
3. FROBENIUS ALGEBRAS
3.1. Given S R rings, R projective as an S-module, we say R is a
Ž .Frobenius extension of S if there is an R, S -bimodule isomorphism
RHom R , S ;Ž .S
  Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž  .see 3 . Here, for f	 Hom R, S , we have rfs r  f r r s for s	 SS
and r, r	 R. This generalises the notion of a Frobenius k-algebra. Indeed
R is a Frobenius k-algebra if and only if R is a Frobenius extension of k.
3.2. We assume the following hypothesis:
Ž .H1 H is a Hopf k-algebra which is a finitely generated module
over a central sub-Hopf algebra H .0
3.3. Let  : H  k be an algebraic character of H and let  be the0 0 
Ž .element of maxspec H associated to  . We define the following finite0
dimensional algebras
H
H  . 9Ž .  H
By abuse of notation let  : H  k be the augmentation of H too.0 0
Then H is a Hopf algebra which we will denote by H.
LEMMA. The algebra H is a Frobenius extension of H . In particular H is0
a projectie H -module.0
Proof. It is straightforward to see that H H is a H-Galois exten-0
   Ž .sion; see 29, 1.4 for the definition and 39, Sect. 1, 4 for more details.
 Ž .Now 29, Theorem 1.7 5 tells us that H is a Frobenius extension of H .0
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	 Ž .3.4. Suppose S R is a Frobenius extension with  : RHom R, SS
Ž .the associated R, S -bimodule isomorphism. There is an induced non-de-
generate bilinear form
² :, : R R S
² : Ž .Ž . defined by r, r   r r for r, r 	 R. This bilinear form is S-bilinear
²  
: ²  
:and R-associative, that is, it has the property that rr , r  r, r r for
all r, r, r
	 R.
THEOREM. The algebras H are Frobenius for all characters  of H . 0
   4  4Proof. By 3, Theorem 1.1 there exists a dual projective pair a , bi i
with respect to the nondegenerate bilinear form described above. In other
words for all h	H we have
² : ² :h b a , h  h , b a . 10Ž .Ý Ýi i i i
i i
For a given H -character  define the bilinear form0
, : H H  kŽ .  
by
 ² :h H , h  H  h , h  .Ž .  
Ž .It is easy to check that , is well-defined and H-associative. The
Ž .non-degeneracy of this form is guaranteed by 10 .
3.5. Combining Theorem 3.4 with Subsections 1.7 and 1.10 we get the
following corollary.
COROLLARY. Let b	 B, b	 B, and g	G. Then the algebras
 0Ž .  0Ž .  Ž .U b , U b , and O G g are Frobenius.  
4. COMPLEXITY AND REPRESENTATION TYPE
4.1. Let A be an arbitrary finite dimensional algebra and M a finitely
generated A-module. Let
  P  P  P M 02 1 0
be the minimal A-projective resolution of M. We define the complexity of
M to be the smallest non-negative integer c such that there is a non-zero
c1 Žconstant b	 with dim p  b.n for each n	 if c does not existn
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.we set the complexity of M to infinity . We will write the complexity as
Ž .cx M . We define the complexity of the algebra A asA
cx A max cx M : M a finitely generated A-module . 4Ž . Ž .A
Ž . Ž .In fact to determine cx A it suffices to determine cx S for all simpleA
A-modules S. Indeed consider the short exact sequence of A-modules
0M MM
 0, 11Ž .
Ž . Ž 
 .and suppose that P  and P  are the minimal A-projective resolu-
 
 tions of M and M , respectively. By the ‘‘Horseshoe Lemma’’ 4, Lemma
 Ž .2.5.1 , there exists an A-projective resolution, Q , of M lifting the short
Ž . Ž .exact sequence 11 . Let P  be the minimal A-projective resolution of
M, so we have
dim P  dim Q  dim P dim P
 .i i i i
Ž .  Ž . Ž 
 .4It follows from this that cx M max cx M , cx M . In other wordsA A A
cx A max cx S : S simple A-module . 12 4Ž . Ž . Ž .A
4.2. The role of complexity in representation theory is amply illustrated
by the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let A be a self-injectie algebra. Then
Ž . Ž .a A is semisimple if and only if cx A  0,
Ž . Ž .b A has wild representation type if cx A  3.
Ž .Part a is clear, since a finite dimensional self-injective algebra of finite
Ž .  global dimension is semisimple. Part b comprises 38 .
4.3. In view of Theorem 4.2 we would like to describe the self-injective
algebras having complexity one or two. This, however, appears to be a
more delicate question. Indeed it is known that finite dimensional group
algebras of complexity one can be either finite or tame while group
 algebras of complexity two can be tame or wild 4, Theorem 4.4.4 . The
case for reduced enveloping algebras of finite dimensional restricted Lie
algebras is different: complexity one implies finite representation type
while complexity two implies either tame or wild representation type 37,
Lemma 5.1 .
As a partial result in this direction we can show that if A is a
Ž .self-injective algebra such that cx A  2 then A has either tame or wild
representation type.
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PROPOSITION. Let A be a self-injectie algebra haing finite representation
Ž .type. Then cx A  1.
tŽ .Proof. Let M be a finite dimensional A-module. For t	  let  M
 denote the t th syzygy of M 4, Section 1.5 . Since A is self-injective it
 follows from Schanuel’s lemma 4, Lemma 1.5.3 that
M1 M  projectiveŽ . Ž .
1 M  projective .Ž . Ž .
Therefore, if M has no projective summands, we see M is indecomposable
Ž .if and only if  M is indecomposable.
Since A has finite representation type there is a bound, C, on the
Ž .dimensions of the indecomposable A-modules. By 12 , there exists a
Ž . Ž . tsimple A-module S such that cx S  cx A . By the above  sendsA
tŽ .indecomposables to indecomposables or zero. If  S  0 then the mini-
Ž . Ž .mal resolution of S is finite. This implies that cx A  cx S  0. There-A
tŽ .fore we may assume that  S is non-zero for all t	. Associated to the
minimal resolution of S,
  P  P  P  S 02 1 0
we have, for each t	, a short exact sequence
0 t1 S  P  t S  0.Ž . Ž .t
This implies
dim P  dim  t1 S  dim  t S  2C.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t
Ž . Ž .Since P  0 for all n	 it follows that cx A  cx S  1 as required.n A
5. SUPPORT VARIETIES
 In this section we present some results from 19, 20 on support varieties
 after recalling results from 22, 24 on the finite generation of certain
 cohomology rings. Although the results from 19, 20 are stated for
reduced enveloping algebras of Lie algebras it is straightforward to check
that the proofs need only minor adjustment to work for the quantum
groups considered here. Indeed, when checking the proofs, care is only
required when considering tensor products and duals of modules since the
algebras we study are not quasitriangular and do not have antipode whose
square is an inner automorphism; the necessary adjustments, however, are
always straightforward.
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5.1. Motivated by Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 together with Corol-
lary 3.5 we want to calculate the complexity of the finite dimensional
Ž .algebras H , 9 . To do so we need a further hypothesis on H:
2Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 The algebra Ext k, k is a finitely generated commutativeH  Ž .algebra and for M, a finitely generated H-module, Ext k, M is a finitelyH
2 Ž .generated Ext k, k -module.H
Ž .5.2. Before beginning let us justify H2 . We have to introduce a pair of
Ž .integers associated to the root system of G. Define c G as
3 if G consists only of types A and D ,
c G Ž . ½ 5 otherwise.
Now consider
N r
	  a  .Ý Ýi j j
i1 j1
Ž .We define d G as
r  4d G max a . 13Ž . Ž .j1 j
  Ž .We recall results of 22, 24 ; compare also Proposition 6.11 ii below.
2Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM. a i For l c G satisfying 1.6 the algebra Ext , 0U
is a finitely generated commutatie -algebra. Moreoer if l h, the Coxeter
number, there is a graded algebra isomorphism
   0Ext ,  X , . . . , X ,Ž .U 1 N
Ž .where deg X  2 for 1 iN.i
 0Ž . Ž .ii Let M be a finitely generated U -module. For l c G satisfy- 2Ž . Ž . Ž .ing 1.6 , Ext , M is a finitely generated Ext , -module. 0  0U U 
2Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b i For l c G satisfying 1.6 the algebra Ext , is a O G
Ž .finitely generated commutatie -algebra. Moreoer if l 2 d G , there is a
graded algebra isomorphism
  Ext ,  Y , . . . , Y ,Ž . O G 1 2 N
Ž .where deg Y  2 for 1 i 2 N.i
Ž . Ž . ii Let N be a finitely generated O G -module. For l c G 2Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying 1.6 , Ext , is a finitely generated Ext , -module.   O G O G 
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 Remark. In this paper our results on O G will in fact only require the
Ž .bound l h and l to be good. Part b of the above proposition is given
solely for completeness.
Ž .5.3. Suppose H is a Hopf algebra satisfying H1 from Subsection 3.2 and
Ž .H2 from Subsection 5.1. We can take duals and tensor products of finite
dimensional H-modules by using the antipode and comultiplication of H,
respectively. If M is a finitely generated H -module and N is a finitely
generated H -module then it is easy to see that M is a finitely generated
H -module and MN is a finitely generated H -module. In particu- 
lar MM is a finitely generated H-module.
2Ž . Ž .By H2 , Ext k, k is a finitely generated commutative algebra so weH
2Ž Ž ..can consider the variety, maxspec Ext k, k , associated to it. We willH
denote this by  . Let M be a finitely generated H -module. We defineH 
the support variety of M to be the subvariety of  associated to theH
ideal
 
2 Ann Ext k , MM .Ž .Ž .M Ext Žk , k . HH
Ž . Ž .We denote this by  M . It is clear that  k  .H H H
 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark. By H2 , Ext k, M is a finitely generated Ext k, k -mod-H H
Ž .ule so the definition above coincides with the usual notion of support
 Ž .variety of Ext k, M , that is,H
2   M  	maxspec Ext k , k : Ext k , MM  0 ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /½ 5H H H 
 see 33, pp. 2526 .
5.4. The relationship between support varieties and complexity is given
by the following result.
 THEOREM 19, Proposition 3.2, 20, Remark 6.3 . Let M be a finitely
Ž . Ž .generated H -module. Then cx M  dim  M . H H
Ž .5.5. Following 12 and Theorem 5.4 we can describe the complexity of
the algebras in terms of support varieties.
 4COROLLARY. Let L , . . . , L be a complete set of representaties of the1 n
isomorphism classes of simple H -modules. Then
ncx H max dim  L . 4Ž .Ž .Ž . i1 H i
Ž .Remark. It can be shown similarly that cx H equals the rate of
 Ž .  4growth of Ext  L , L where L is the set of simple H -modules.H i i i i i i
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 0Ž .  Ž .6. THE COMPLEXITY OF U b AND O G g 
 0Ž .  Ž .In this section we calculate the complexity of U b and O G g . 
From Subsection 6.3 onwards we assume that l is good and greater than h,
the Coxeter number.
6.1. Suppose C is an augmented -algebra and C C is an augmented
subalgebra: then C is a normal subalgebra of C if C C CC , where 
C denotes the augmentation ideal of C. In this case we can form the
algebra
C
C .C C
Let M be a C-module. If C is projective as a C-module then there is a
spectral sequence
p q pq
Ext , Ext , M  Ext , M ; 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .C C C
q  Ž . see 2 and, for a description of the C-action on Ext , M , 24, LemmaC
 2.3 . This spectral sequence is functorial in the variable M 2, Definition
  Ž . 1.4, Chap. III . By 7, Chap. XVI.5, 3 the edge map4
p p
e M : Ext , Hom , M  Ext , MŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .C C C
 coincides with inflation; for more details see 24, Sect. 2 .
Ž The following lemma will prove useful in the future cf. 17, Proposition
.7.3.2 .
LEMMA. Suppose C is a normal subalgebra of C such that C is a
projectie C-module. Suppose also that there exists an algebra D C such
that C is a projectie D-module and the composition
D C C
proides an isomorphism of augmented algebras between D and C. Then the
Ž .edge map of 14
 
e  : Ext ,  Ext ,Ž . Ž . Ž .C C
is an algebra monomorphism.
Ž .Proof. Since the edge map e  is inflation it is certainly an algebra
Ž . Ž Ž ..map. Let  : C C be the natural map and let B C resp. B C denote
Ž .the bar resolution of  as a C-module resp. C-module . Then  induces a
chain map
 : B C  B CŽ . Ž .˜
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of C-modules. As a result we have a commutative diagram of chain
complexes,
 Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Hom B C , Hom B C ,C C


 Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .Hom B C , Hom B C , .D D
Passing to cohomology yields a commutative diagram
Ž .e k Ž . Ž .Ext , Ext ,C C

res

 Ž . Ž .Ext , Ext , .D D
The left hand map is an isomorphism since it is just a transfer of structure
from C to D, while the bottom map is an isomorphism, being a lift to
cohomology of the identity.
Ž .6.2. We’ll also use a result related to the spectral sequence 14 . Suppose
G is a finite abelian group and let R be a -algebra on which G acts by
-algebra automorphisms. Let RG be the associated skew group alge-
bra. Let M be an RG-module, finite dimensional over . Then for any
Ž . 	 X G , the character group of G, we can define M to be the
RG-module which is isomorphic to M as a -vector space and where
Ž . 1Ž .Ž .ag  m  g agm . Note too that M is completely reducible as a
G-module, that is,
M M , 
Ž .	X G
 Ž . 4where M  m	M : gm  g m for all g	G .
Given RG-modules M and N there is a natural G-action on
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž 1 .Hom M, N given by g  f m  gf g m . Thus there is a decomposi-R
tion
Hom M , N  Hom M , N .Ž . Ž . R R
Ž .	X G
It is easy to see there is a natural isomorphism
Hom M , N Hom M , N 15Ž . Ž . Ž .RG R
induced by restriction.
For any RG-modules M and N there is an isomorphism
Hom M , N Hom RG M , N , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .R RG R
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which is natural in both entries. There is a G-action on RG M givenR
by
g  x m  xg1  gm.Ž .R R
Ž .With this action the isomorphism 16 becomes G-equivariant. Since RG
is a projective R-module it follows that we can calculate the cohomology
i Ž .Ext M, N together with its G-action by considering an RG-projectiveR
resolution of M, say P, and then calculating the homology of the induced
Ž . Ž . Ž .complex Hom RG P, N . Combining 15 with 16 we see thereRG R
is a natural isomorphism
Hom RG M , N Hom M , N ,Ž . Ž .RG R RG
Ž .given by sending 	Hom RG M, N to the map  whichRG R 
Ž .sends m	M to  1 m . This proves the following lemma.R
LEMMA. Let G be a finite abelian group and R be a -algebra on which G
acts by -algebra automorphisms. Then, for any finite dimensional RG-
i Ž .modules M and N, there is a G-action on Ext M, N and there is a naturalR
isomorphism
Ext i M , N  Ext i M , N .Ž . Ž .R RG
In particular there is an isomorphism
Ext i M , N  Ext i M , N .Ž . Ž .R RG
Ž .	X G
Note that in case RG is an augmented algebra such that R is a
i Ž .normal subalgebra the G-action on Ext , N defined above agrees withR
Ž .the G-action appearing in 14 .
6.3. Let us return to our quantised algebras. From now on we assume l is
good; see Subsection 2.6 and that l h, the Coxeter number of the root
system associated to G. Recall the cell decomposition of B given by
B BwB
 B X .  w , e
w	W w	W
By Theorem 2.3 if b, b	 X then there is an isomorphism of algebrasw , e
U 0 b U 0 b .Ž . Ž . 
Ž .Combining the definition of support varieties with Theorem 2.7 ii and
Corollary 5.5 we obtain the following lemma.
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  0Ž .LEMMA. Let b	 B and let L be any simple U b -module. Then
cx U 0 b  cx  0 L .Ž . Ž .Ž . U Žb.
Ž .6.4. Fix an element w	W and suppose l w  t. Let
w s . . . si i1 t
be a reduced expression for w. Extend w	W to w , the longest word in0
the Weyl group, by
w  s . . . s s . . . s . 17Ž .0 i i i i1 t t1 N
Let w denote the truncation of w to the first j simple reflections givenj 0
Ž .in 17 ,
w  s . . . s . 18Ž .j i i1 j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Recall the definitions, 7 and 8 in Subsection 2.5, of the algebras A bw j
Ž .  Ž . Ž .and U b for b	 B . For ease of notation let A b and U b denote thew j jj
Ž . Ž .algebras A b and U b , respectively.w wj j
 0Ž . Ž .6.5. We first consider the case b 1 and let UU 1 and A A 1 . N
Then we define an N t-filtration on both U and A as follows: give N t
the lexicographical ordering with e  e    e . For r  0N t Nt1 1 i
and 
	 P let the monomial
E r , 
 E r1 . . . E rN K 19Ž .	 	 
1 N
Ž . N t  have degree r , . . . , r 	 . It follows, as in 14, Sect. 10.1 , thatt1 N
Ž .this induces a filtration of U respectively of A . We will denote the
Ž t . Ž Ž t . .associated graded algebra by Gr U respectively Gr A .
LEMMA. Let U and A be filtered as aboe. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž t .i The algebra A 1 is normal subalgebra of Gr A;t
Ž . Ž t . Ž .ii The quotient Gr AA 1 is isomorphic to the algebra witht
˜generators for E for t 1 iN and relations	 i
˜lE  0,	 i
and, for t 1 i jN,
˜ ˜ Ž 	 j , 	 i. ˜ ˜E E   E E .	 	 	 	i j j i
Ž t . Ž .That is, Gr AA 1 is isomorphic to a truncated skew polynomial ring.t
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Ž . Ž . Ž .iii The algebra A 1 is a normal subalgebra of U 1 and the algebrat t
Gr Ž t .A is a normal subalgebra of Gr Ž t .U.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž t . Ž t .iv Both the quotient U 1 A 1 and the quotient Gr UGr At t
0are isomorphic to U .
 Proof. By 14, Theorem 9.3; 31 , for i j, we have
E E   Ž 	 j , 	 i.E E  c E k ,Ý	 	 	 	 ki j j i
Nk	
Ž .where c  0 only when k k , . . . , k is such that k  0 for s i andk 1 N s
k Ž . Ž . Ž .s j and E is defined in 19 . Parts i and ii of the lemma now follow.
Ž . Ž .Since the elements K have degree zero parts iii and iv follow from the

Ž .commutation relations 2 .
Ž t . Ž .6.6. Let T Gr AA 1 be the truncated polynomial ring appearingt t
Ž . Ž t . Ž .in Lemma 6.5 ii . Let M be a Gr U-module. By 14 and Lemma 6.5,
Ž . Ž .parts i and ii , we have a spectral sequence
Ext p , Ext q , M  Ext pq , M . 20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž t .Ž .T A Ž1. G r At t
Lemma. Suppose M is a Gr Ž t .U-module on which E acts triially for all	 i Ž .i t. Then the T -action on Ext , M is triial.t A Ž1.t
 Ž .Proof. The action of E on Ext , M can be calculated from the	 A Ž1.i t
 map of induced bar resolutions, see, for example, 24, Lemma 4.3 ,
1d 11d n1n Ž t . n1 Ž t .   Ž . Gr A A 1  Gr A  0A Ž1. t A Ž1.

t t

mn
1d 1d 1n n1Ž t . n1 Ž t .   Ž .Gr A A 1  Gr A  0A Ž1. t A Ž1.t t
where m : Gr Ž t .A Gr Ž t .A  denotes right multiplication byA Ž1. A Ž1.t t
Ž . Ž t .E . Since A 1 Gr A is in degree zero, each component of these	 ti
resolutions inherits a grading under which the boundary maps 1 d aren
homogeneous. Since the map m has positive degree it follows that without
loss of generality we may assume that each  has positive degree also.n
Ž Ž .n1 .Let f	Hom A 1 , M and defineA Ž1. tt
n1Ž t .˜ Ž t .f	Hom Gr A A 1 , MŽ .ž /G r A A Ž1. tt
by
f˜ x z  x . f z .Ž . Ž .
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Then we have
˜E  f z  f  1 z .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .	 ni
Ž .But  1 z Ý x  z where x has positive degree for each i. Itn i i i
follows from the hypothesis on M that we have
E  f z  x  f z  0,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý	 i ii
as required.
6.7. It is clear from Subsection 6.1 together with Lemma 6.5 that actions
0of U on cohomology often arise. By abuse of notation we can describe the
0action of U in terms of the root lattice Q. For example, following Lemma
Ž . Ž .  Ž .6.5 iii , if M is a U 1 -module for some j we will say 	 Ext , Mj A Ž1.j
0has U -weight 	Q if
K .  Ž , 
.

0 0for all K 	U . Of course, since  is an lth root of unity the U -weight of
  
 can be taken to be in Q QlQ.l
The following will often prove useful.
Ž .LEMMA. Let M be a U 1 -module for some j, 1 jN. Then there is aj
natural isomorphism
0U Ext , M  Ext , M .Ž . Ž .Ž .A Ž1. U Ž1.j j
 Ž .Moreoer this is an isomorphism of Ext , -modules.U Ž1.j
Proof. The first claim is clear by Lemma 6.2. The second follows since
the map is effected by restriction.
Ž t . Ž . Ž .6.8. Let M be a Gr U-module. By Lemma 6.5, parts iii and iv ,
0 Ž .and Subsection 6.1 there is an action of U on Ext , M , on A Ž1.t Ž .  Ž  Ž ..Ž t .Ext , M , and on Ext , Ext , M .G r A T A Ž1.t t
0Ž .LEMMA. The spectral sequence 20 preseres the U -action.
 Proof. The construction in 2, Chap. VI, Sect. 2 describes a double
Ž .complex for which the associated spectral sequence is 20 . It is clear that
0U -action on this double complex preserves the usual filtration and that
0the U -action on the E -term coincides with the natural action induced 2
0 Ž Ž ..from U -action on Hom , Hom , M . T A Ž1.t t
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iŽ .6.9. Now let M be a U-module and filter it by F M M for all i 0.
0Ž .Therefore GrM F M , so, as an abelian group, GrM is isomorphic to
M. Since the filtration on M is compatible with the t-degree filtration on
A it follows that GrM is a Gr Ž t .A-module. For j t, E 	 F iA for some	 j
˜ i i1Ž . Ž .i 1 so we have that E .GrM	 F M F M  0. On the other hand	 j
Ž .any element of A 1 is in zeroth degree of filtration of A so it follows thatt
Ž . Ž t . Ž .the action of A 1 Gr A on GrM is just the natural action of A 1 ont t
M. This describes the Gr Ž t .A-module GrM which from now on we will
˜denote by M.
˜Since, for j t, the action of E on M is trivial Lemma 6.6 applies and	 j
q ˜Ž .so, as a T -module, Ext , M is trivial. So we deduce from Lemma 6.8t A Ž1.t
that there is a spectral sequence
00 UU pq p q ˜Ext ,  Ext , M  Ext , M . 21Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž .Ž .T A Ž1. G r At t
Ž .6.10. In order to exploit 21 we will need some new notation and a short
0lemma. Let L be a U -module and, for 		Q, define
L 	 l	 L : K l  Ž 	 , 
.l . 4

00 U 	In particular note that L  L and that L depends only on the coset of
0	 modulo lQ. Since U is semisimple each L decomposes into a direct
sum of such spaces.
LEMMA. Let M be a U-module. For 		Q and 1 jN there is an
isomorphism
0	 Up p Ext , M  Ext , M .Ž . Ž .A Ž1. A Ž1. 	j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 6.5 iv , U 1 is a skew group extension of A 1 byj j
0 rŽ .U   so it follows from Lemma 6.2 that there is an isomorphism l
	p p 	Ext , M  Ext , M ,Ž . Ž .A Ž1. U Ž1.j j
	 Ž .where M means that we take the U 1 -structure on M twisted by thej
character 	. However, it is immediate from the comultiplication on U 0
	that MM . The result follows from Lemma 6.7.	
6.11. We will require the following theorem describing the structure of
some cohomology rings.
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Ž . Ž t .PROPOSITION. i Let  be the skew exterior algebra with generatorsq
e , . . . , e satisfying the relations	 	t1 N
e2  0	 i
and, for i j,
e e   Ž 	 j , 	 i.e e  0.	 	 	 	i j j i
Then there is a graded algebra isomorphism
   Ž t .Ext ,  X , . . . , X  ,Ž .T t1 N qt
Ž . Ž .where deg X  2 and deg e  1 for all t 1 iN. Moreoer ei 	 	i i
0 0has U -weight 	 and X has triial U -weight. i i 
Ž .ii For 0 jN there is an isomorphism of graded algebras
Ext ,  X , . . . X ,Ž .U Ž1. 1 jj
Ž .where deg X  2 for 1 i j.i
Proof. These are minor modifications of 22, Proposition 2.3.2 and
Theorem 2.5 , respectively.
˜6.12. Remember the definition of M from Subsection 6.9. We recall the
 following useful result 24, Lemm a2.11 .
LEMMA. Let M be a U-module. Then there is a spectral sequence
p , q pq ˜ pqE M  Ext , M  Ext , M .Ž . Ž .Ž t . Ž . Ž .p1 AG r A
 ˜Ž . Ž .Ž t .Here the subscript p denotes a grading induced on Ext , M by theG r A
Ž t . 0grading on Gr A. Further this commutes with the natural U -actions and the
Ž .spectral sequence E M is a module oer the multiplicatie spectral sequence
Ž .E  .
6.13. We can now describe the weights appearing in the cohomology ring
 Ž .Ext , .A Ž1.j
0 Ž .LEMMA. For 0 jN the possible U -weights of Ext , hae A Ž1.j
the form
j
c 	 ,Ý k k
k1
 4where c 	 0,1 .k
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Proof. By Lemma 6.12 there is a spectral sequence
Ext ,  Ext , 22Ž . Ž . Ž .G r A Ž1. A Ž1.j j
0 which preserves the U -actions. Arguing as in the proof of 22, Proposition
0 Ž .2.3.2 we see that the U -weights on the left hand side of 22 are of the
j  4form Ý c 	 where c 	 0,1 . Therefore only these can be weightsk1 k k k
Ž .on the right hand side of 22 , as required.
6.14. We now prove a crucial lemma. This is a standard Hopf algebraic
result in the case jN; the problem is to extend this to the algebras
Ž .U 1 , which are in general not Hopf algebras.j
 0Ž .LEMMA. For U b -modules M and N there is a graded isomorphism
	  Ext M , N Ext , NM ,Ž . Ž .U Žb. U Ž1.j j
for any j, 0 jN.
 0Ž . Ž .  0Proof. Since U 1 is a free U 1 -module and U is a Hopf algebra j 
 Ž . we have, by 4, Proposition 3.3.1 i ; 21, Proposition 5.1 , isomorphisms
Ext , NM  Ext  0 U 0 1  , NMŽ . Ž .ž /U Ž1. U Ž1.  U Ž1.j  j
 Ext  0 U 0 1   M , NŽ .ž /U Žb.  U Ž1.ž / j
and similarly
Ext M , N  Ext  0 U 0 b  M , N .Ž . Ž .ž /U Žb. U Žb.  U Žb.j  j
 0Ž . Ž  0Ž .Therefore it is enough to show that U b  M and U 1  U Žb.  U Ž1.j j
.  0Ž . M are isomorphic as U b -modules.
 0  0 Ž  0 .Consider first the U -modules U M and U  M, where,  
here and elsewhere, an unadorned tensor product signifies  . For u, u
	U 0 and m	M we have
u. um  uumŽ .
and
u. u 1 m  u u 1  u .m ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
respectively. There are maps
 0  0U M U  M ,Ž . 
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where
 um  u  1  u .m ,Ž . Ž .Ž1. Ž2.
and
 u 1 m  u  S u .m.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž1. Ž2.
It is an easy exercise to see that  and  are mutually inverse and are
 0 ŽU -homomorphisms. For a Hopf algebra such maps can be used to show
that the tensor product of a projective module by an arbitrary module is
  .again projective 35, Theorem 1.9.4 . Moreover, by considering the action
   0Ž .of O B , we see these maps induce U b -isomorphisms
 0  0U b M U 1  M .Ž . Ž .Ž . 

Therefore there is an induced surjective map
 : U 0 b M U 0 1   M .Ž . Ž .ž /  U Ž1.j
Ž . We claim that this is U b -balanced, or, in other words, that for all j  jj
 uE m   u E .m , 23Ž .Ž . Ž . 	 	j j
and for all 
	 P
 uK m   u K .m . 24Ž . Ž . Ž .
 

 0 We must recall a result on the Hopf structure of U 1, Proposi-
tion C.5 ,
 E  E  1 K  E  x  y . 25Ž .Ž . Ý   	 	 	 	  j j j j

 0 0 1 Ž .Here x 	U has U -weight  	Q where w   0, using the    j1 
Ž .  notation of 18 . Since, by 14, Proposition 8.2 ,
		  : w 1 	  0  	 , . . . 	  4Ž . 4j1 1 j1
we see that x is a sum of monomials E rN . . . E r1 where there exists j
  j 	 	N 1
such that r 
  0.j
Ž .By 25 we have
 E m  E  1 m K  1  E .mŽ . Ž . Ž .   	 	 U Ž1. 	 U Ž1. 	j j j j j j
 x  1  y .m.Ž .Ý  U Ž1. j

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Clearly E   0 and the above comments show that x   0	 U Ž1.  U Ž1.j j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .also. Therefore 23 follows. Using  K  K  K Eq. 24 follows
 
 

similarly. Therefore there is a surjective map
 : U 0 b  M U 0 1   M . 26Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / U Žb.  U Ž1.j j
Since both sides have the same dimension this is an isomorphism and so
we have
Ext M , N  Ext1 , NM ,Ž . Ž .U Žb. U Ž1.j j
as required.
 0Ž .Remark. For this proposition to hold for U 1 we must adjust thej
 0Ž . Ž . Ž 1 .Hopf structure on U 1 : replace the usual ,  , S by  ,  , S ,
where
 : U 0 1 U 0 1 U 0 1 U 0 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .   
is the twist map. This adjustment does not change our final results on
 0Ž .complexity, since these depend only on the structure of U 1 as an
algebra .
6.15. The consequence of Lemma 6.14 is the following important corol-
lary.
COROLLARY. Keep the aboe notation and suppose b	 X , wherew , e
  0Ž .w w . Let L and L be simple U b -modules. Thent 
 if q 0 and L L , qExt , L  L Ž .U Ž1. ½t 0 otherwise.
Proof. Combine Corollary 2.8 with Lemma 6.14.
6.16. The next two paragraphs allow us to calculate complexity for the
U 0 factors.
PROPOSITION. Keep the notation from Subsections 6.4, 6.5, and 6.9 and
 0Ž .   Ž  ŽŽ t .let L be a simple U b -module. Then  X , . . . , X  Ext , t1 N G r A0 0 U U .. Ž Ž ..Ž t . and Ext C, L L is finitely generated, faithful module oerG r A
  X , . . . , X .t1 N
Ž . Ž .Proof. Combining the spectral sequence 21 with Proposition 6.11 i
we find we have a spectral sequence
0U Ž t .  X , . . . , X   Ext , L LŽ .Ž .t1 N q A Ž1.t
0 U 
Ž t . Ext , L L . 27Ž .Ž .Ž .G r A
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0Ž . Ž .By Proposition 6.11 i each X has trivial U -action so 27 becomesi 
	 	 Ž t .  X , . . . , X     Ext , L LŽ .Ž .t1 N q A Ž1.ž /		Q tt
0 U 
Ž t . Ext , L L . 28Ž .Ž .Ž .G r A
By Lemma 6.10 we have an isomorphism
0U	    Ext , L L  Ext , L L  .Ž . Ž .Ž .A Ž1. A Ž1. 	t t
By Lemma 6.7 and Corollary 6.15 we have that
0  if q 0 and   L L,U 	 qExt , L L  Ž .Ž .A Ž1. 	t ½ 0 otherwise.
29Ž .
Ž .Therefore the spectral sequence 28 is concentrated in the q 0 column
and so, in particular, collapses. Thus there is an isomorphism
00  UU    
Ž t .Ext , Hom , L L  Ext , L L 30Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /T A Ž1. G r At t
given by inflation.
Consider the spectral sequence
E  Ext ,  Ext ,  Ext Ž t . , . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 T A Ž1. G r At t
Ž .By Proposition 6.11 i , the left hand side of this spectral sequence becomes
  Ž t .  X , . . . , X   Ext , .Ž .t1 N q A Ž1.t
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 6.11 i the inflation map of 31
  Ž t .   Ž t .C X , . . . , X   Ext ,  Ext , 32Ž . Ž . Ž .t1 N q T G r At
is injective. In particular, taking fixed points, we have that the inflation
map
0 0U U    Ž t . X , . . . , X  Ext ,  Ext ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .t1 N T G r At
is injective.
Ž . Ž .  Ž Ž  ..By 28 and 29 we have that Ext , Hom , L L is a finiteT A Ž1.t t
0 UŽ Ž ..  module over the algebra Ext ,  X , . . . , X . Since infla-T t1 Nt
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tion preserves cohomological module structure the result follows from the
previous two paragraphs.
6.17. The main result is the following.
Ž .PROPOSITION. Let b	 X where l w  t and let L be a simplew , e
 0Ž .  U b -module. Then we hae that  X , . . . , X is a subalgebra of t1 N  Ž . Ž .Ext , and Ext , L L is a finitely generated, faithful module 0  0U U 
 oer  X , . . . , X .t1 N
Ž .Proof. Consider the spectral sequence 21 with M,
0 0U Upq p qExt ,  Ext ,  Ext , . 33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž t .Ž .Ž .T A Ž1. G r At t
Ž .By Proposition 6.11 i , the left hand side of this spectral sequence becomes
0UŽ t .  X , . . . , X    Ext , .Ž .Ž .t1 N q A Ž1.t
0 tŽ .By Lemma 6.13 the U -weights of Ext , are of the form Ý c 	 A Ž1. k1 k kt
0 Ž t . 4where c 	 0,1 , and so it follows that the U -weights of  k  q
 Ž . N  4Ext , are of the form Ý c 	 where c 	 0,1 . As in theA Ž1. k1 k k kt
 Ž .proof of 22, Theorem 2.5 i this implies that there is a graded isomor-
phism
0 0U  UŽ t .   Ext ,  Ext ,  Ext , .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q A Ž1. A Ž1. U Ž1.t t t
Ž . Ž .Using Proposition 6.11 ii the spectral sequence 33 becomes
0U   Ž t . X , . . . , X  Ext , ,Ž .Ž .1 N G r A
where the degree of X is 2. In particular, since this is concentrated ini
even degrees it must collapse.
0UŽ .Now consider E  , the fixed points of the spectral sequence of
Lemma 6.12,
0 0Upq pqU pq Ext ,  Ext ,  Ext , .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž t .  0Ž .Ž . . ApG r A U Ž1.Ž 
0 UŽ Ž ..Ž t .By the above Ext , is concentrated in even degrees, so thisG r A
Ž  ŽŽ t .spectral sequence must collapse. Proposition 6.16 shows that Ext ,G r A 0 U.. L L is a finitely generated module over a subalgebra  X , . . . ,t1
0 0 U U  Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž t .X of Ext , . It follows that each page of E L L , beingN G r A  0  UŽ Ž .. Ž t .a subquotient of Ext , L L , is a finitely generated  X ,G r A t1
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  . . . , X -module. Arguing as in 17, Lemmas 7.4.4 and 7.4.5 we see thatN
 Ž  .   0Ext , L L is a finitely generated  X , . . . , X -module.U Ž1. t1 N
Ž .Consider the cohomological degree zero part of the spectral sequence
pq pq  p , qE L L  Ext , L L  Ext , L L . 34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž t . Ž . Ž .pG r A A Ž1.N

 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž t .By 20 and Lemma 6.6, Hom , L L Hom , L L . LetG r A A Ž1.t
		 P. Using Lemma 6.14 and Lemma 6.10 and the fact that, by Theorem
Ž . Ž .2.7 i , L is a simple U b -module we havet
	 Hom , L L Hom , L L Ž . Ž .A Ž1. U Ž1. 	t t
Hom   L, LŽ .U Žb. 	t
Hom  0   L, LŽ .U Žb. 	
	Hom , L L .Ž .A Ž1.N
 0Ž .Since Hom , L L is the sum of its U -weight spaces it followsA Ž1. t
Ž  . Ž .that every element of Hom , L L is a permanent cycle in 34 ,A Ž1.t
that is, a cycle on each page of the spectral sequence.
Ž .Taking fixed points of 34 we have
0 Upq pq Ext , L L  Ext , L L .Ž .Ž t .  0Ž .ž /G r A U Ž1..Ž p 
Ž . Ž .Combining 30 with Proposition 6.11 i the left hand side of this becomes
0UŽ t .  X , . . . , X  Hom , L L . 35Ž . Ž .Ž .t1 N q A Ž1.t
Ž . Ž .By Proposition 6.11 i and 32 we have an embedding
  Ž t .  Ž t . X , . . . , X   Ext , .Ž .t1 N q G r A
0Ž t . UŽŽ   . Ž ..Let x f	  X , . . . , X   Hom , L L . Sincet1 N q A Ž1.t
0 0 U U Ž . Ž . Ž .E LL is an E  -module and d f  0 for all r we have thatr
d x f  d x  f , 36Ž . Ž . Ž .r r
0 UŽ . Ž .where the left d is taken in E L L and the right d in E  .r r r r
Let  : L L be the natural inclusion corresponding to the iden-
tity map on L.
Claim. Fix r	 and let  : L L be the natural inclusion.
Ž .Suppose p X is a non-zero homogeneous polynomial of degree s ins
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0U  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . X , . . . , X  E  . Then, in 34 , taking note of 35 , 0 p Xt1 N r s
0 UŽ .1 	 E L L .r
The case r 1 is clear. Suppose the claim holds for r  r. Let f be ai
Ž  .basis of Hom , L L such that f  . Suppose, for a contradic-A Ž1. 1t
0 UŽ . Ž .tion, that p X  1  0	 E L L . Then, for some Ý x  f 	s r i i
0 UŽ . Ž .E L L , we must have by 36r1
p X  1  d x  fŽ . Ž .Ýs r1 i i
 d x  f .Ž .Ý r1 i i
Ž . Ž .We claim that p X  1  d x  . Given this we have thats r1 1
0Ž Ž . Ž ..p X  1 d x   0. Since x must have trivial U -weight wes r1 i 1 
  Ž .have that x 	 X , . . . , X . As d x has odd cohomological de-1 t1 N r1 1
0Ž . Ž .gree in E  and has trivial U -action we must have d x  0.r1  r1 1
0UŽ . Ž . Ž .Therefore p X  d x  0 in E  , contradicting the inductions r1 1 r1
hypothesis.
ŽThus it remains only to show that if a  Ý a  f in E L1 i1 i i r1
0 0 U U . Ž .L then a   0. In E L L we must have1 r2
a   a  f  d b   d b  f .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1 i i r2 1 r2 i i
i1 i1
Ž .Hence, by induction, a   d b   , as required. This completes1 r2 1
the claim.
0 0 U U Ž . Ž .Since, for each r, E L L is a graded E  -module it followsr r
0 0 U U Ž . Ž .  that each page E L L is a faithful E   X , . . . , X -r r t1 N
0 UŽ .module. Thus the same is true of the page E L L and so, lifting to
0   UŽ . Ž .Ext , L L  Ext , L L , the proposition follows. 0A Ž1.N U
6.18. We can describe the complexity of the finite dimensional algebras
 0Ž . U b for any b	 B .
Ž  0Ž ..THEOREM. Let b	 X and let l h be good. Then cx U b w , e 
Ž .N l w .
Proof. Just combine Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 6.17 with Lem-
ma 6.3.
6.19. We want to use the above arguments to deduce the complexity of
the finite dimensional factors of the quantised function algebras. To this
end fix reduced expressions for w , w 	W1 2
w  s . . . s , w  s  . . . s  .1 i i 2 i i1 t 1 t
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Recall the prelude to Theorem 2.9. The comments there show we can find
unipotent elements b 	 X and b 	 X such g b b 	 X 
 e, w  w , e   w , w2 1 1 2
BB. Then we have an embedding
   0  0 : O G g U b U b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .g     
Ž . Ž .whose image is a skew group ring extension of U b U b by 
r 0  0  0Ž . Ž . Ž .l U . Moreover U b U b is a skew group ring exten-    
r 0Ž .sion of the image of  by l U .g 
LEMMA. Let b 	 X and b 	 X be as aboe and let l h be e, w  w , e2 1
Ž  0Ž .  0Ž .. Ž . Ž .good. Then cx U b U b  2 N l w  l w .    1 2
 0Ž .  0Ž .Proof. Let M be a simple U b U b -module. The above   
 0Ž .  0Ž .arguments can be applied to U b U b with only the following   
adjustments: we must consider the normal chain of algebras
A 1  A  1  A  1    A  1  A  1  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w , w t , t t1, t N , t N , t 11 2
 A 1 ,Ž .N , N
 0  0Ž .and we must construct the filtration of A 1 and U U in theN , N  
obvious way.
 Ž .6.20. We can now calculate the complexity of the algebras O G g .
Ž  Ž ..THEOREM. Let g	 X and let l h be good. Then cx O G g w , w 1 2
Ž . Ž .2 N l w  l w .1 2
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider the case g b b , as 
Ž .above. For l h we have, as in Proposition 6.11 ii ,
  Ext ,  X , . . . , X .0  0 Ž . 1 2 NU  U 
  0Ž .  0Ž .Let M and M be simple U b U b -modules. Then, arguing as   
 Ž 0  0in Proposition 6.16 and Proposition 6.17, we have Ext M,U Žb .U Žb .   
.   ŽM is finitely generated over k X , . . . , X for a suitable, but fixed,t t 1 2 N
. ordering of the X ’s and, if MM , it is moreover faithful.i
 Ž . r  0Ž .  0Ž .Since O G g  U b U b , there is, by Lemma 6.2, a l    
graded isomorphism
Ext M , M  Ext  0  0 M , M . 37Ž . Ž .Ž .O G Ž g . U Žb .U Žb . 	    
		Ql
Ž .  The right hand side of 37 is a finitely generated, faithful  X , . . . ,t t 1
X -module.2 N
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  Ž .By 36, Theorem 4.2 , M is semisimple as an Im  -module. Thus it isg
Ž .clear that every simple module of Im  can be realised as a directg
 4summand of some simple M. Letting L , . . . , L be a complete list1 n
Ž .of simple Im  -modules we see that the rate of growth ofg
 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ext  L , L is 2 N l w  l w . The result follows fromImŽ . i i 1 2i ig
Remark 5.5.
7. REPRESENTATION TYPE
Let us recall our restrictions on l: we always assume l h, the Coxeter
number of G and also that l is good.
7.1. Theorems 6.18 and 6.20 combined with Theorem 4.2 give the follow-
ing result on representation type.
THEOREM. Impose the aboe hypotheses on l. Let w, w , w 	W and let1 2
b	 X and g	 X .Thenw , e w , w1 2
Ž .Ž . Ž .  0Ž .a i if l w N 3 the algebra U b is wild;
Ž .  0Ž .ii the algebra U b is semisimple if and only if w is the longest
word of W ;
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .b i if l w  l w  2 N 3 the algebra O G g is wild;1 2 
Ž .  Ž .ii the algebra O G g is semisimple if and only if both w and w 1 2
are the longest word of W.
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Remarks. i Parts a ii and b ii of Theorem 7.1 are already known.
Indeed they follow from Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.9, respectively.
 0Ž .  ii We can calculate the representation type of U and O G for 
 0  Ž .any l satisfying the condition in Subsection 1.6. Indeed, by 8 , U  2
 0Ž .has finite representation type, while for any other  , the algebra U 
 has wild representation type 9, Proposition 3.3 . Using an argument
Ž   Ž .similar to 9, Proposition 3.3 it is easy to see O SL 2 has wild representa-
tion type. Let  be any simple root for G and leti
 : SL 2 GŽ .i
be the corresponding inclusion of algebraic groups. By 13, Proposition
5.1 , there is a surjective map
  : O G O SL 2Ž .i  
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  which restricts to  on the central subalgebra O G . In particular, sincei
Ž . l  1, we have a surjective mapi
  : O G O SL 2 ,Ž .i  
 which shows O G is wild for all G.
7.2. There still remain several cases not covered by Theorem 7.1, namely
Ž .  4  0Ž . Ž . Ž .  4l w 	 N 2, N 1 for U b and l w  l w 	 2 N 2, 2 N 1 1 2
 Ž .for O G g . By Proposition 4.3, Theorem 6.18, and Theorem 6.20 the
 0Ž . Ž .  Ž .algebras U b for which l w N 2 and the algebras O G g for 
Ž . Ž .which l w  l w  2 N 2 have infinite representation type. They are1 2
 shown to have wild representation type in 6 .
7.3. For the remainder of this section we will consider the algebras
 0Ž . Ž .  Ž .U b for which l w N 1 and the algebras O G g for which 
Ž . Ž .l w  l w  2 N 1. That is, we are studying those factor algebras1 2
whose complexity is 1. We shall explicitly describe the structure of these
algebras in Theorems 7.4 and 7.7. In particular, we find that they have
finite representation type. Let w be the longest word in W. The set0
 4w s : 1 i r0 i
Ž .consists precisely of the elements w	W for which l w N 1.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION. Let w, w , w 	W be such that l w N 1 and l w1 2 1
Ž .  0Ž .l w  2 N 1. Let b	 X and g	 X . Then the algebras U b2 w , e w , w 1 2
 Ž .and O G g are Nakayama, that is, their projectie in decomposable
modules are uniserial.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Proposition 6.11 ii , Ext , is a polynomial ring whose 0U
generators have cohomological degree two. The same holds for
 Ž .Ext , . Since restriction 0  0U U 
0U  
 0  0Ext ,  Ext ,  Ext ,Ž . Ž . Ž .   ž /U U O G O G   
Ž . Ž .is a finite algebra map cf. proof of Theorem 6.20 we see that Ext , O G
is finitely generated over a polynomial ring whose generators have coho-
mological degree two. Therefore we can argue as in 18, Theorems 2.5 and
Ž .3.2 i . This shows that there is exactly one non-split extension of any
 0Ž .  Ž .simple U b or O G g -module. 
 Ž .7.4. We can be more precise. Let us deal first with the algebras O G g
Žfor g	 X , where w w s for some 1 i r. The case for X isw , w 0 i w , w0 0
.exactly the same.
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THEOREM. Let g	 X or X where w w s . Then there is anw , w w , w 0 i0 0
algebra isomorphism
l r1   X
  NO G g  Mat .Ž .  l lž /XŽ .j1
 4Proof. For a finite dimensional algebra, A, let L , . . . , L be a com-1 n
Ž .plete list of non-isomorphic simple A-modules and let P L be thej
projective cover of L .j
  Ž 1 . Ž .Let Z be the centre of O G . Since s w w  s s  1 we have, by 0 i
Ž .Theorem 2.9 iii ,
dim L  l Ž12.Ž NN11. l N .Ž .j
Ž .As this dimension is maximal we deduce that the ideal I  ann L isj O G  j
 generated by I 
 Z 34, 13.7.9 . In particular this implies, by Muller’s¨j
 Theorem 23, Theorem 11.20 , that the only non-split extensions of L arej
self-extensions. Thus L is the only simple module in its block.j
 We have an equality 4, Sect. 1.7
n
dim A  dim L dim P L . 38Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j
j1
rsŽw1w 0 . r1  Ž .Since there are precisely l  l simple O G g -modules Eq.
Ž .38 becomes
l r1
2 Nr Nl  l dim P L .Ž .Ž .Ý j
j1
Ž .  Ž .Moreover it follows from Theorem 2.9 ii that for any simple O G g -
 Ž .module L there is an O G g isomorphismj 
P   L   P L , 39Ž .Ž . Ž . j  j
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..  r1so, in particular, dim P L  dim P L for all 1 j, j  l . Wej j
deduce that
dim P L  l N1. 40Ž .Ž .Ž .j
Ž .Fix a simple module L . As the composition factors of P L are allj j
isomorphic to L it follows thatj
dim End P L  l. 41Ž .Ž .Ž .O G Ž g . j
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Ž Ž ..Let  	 End P L be the compositionX O G Ž g . j
P L  P L L  P L .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j j
It is clear that, for 0 j l
dim im  j  l N l j , 42Ž . Ž .Ž .X
Ž .which, together with 41 , shows that
  X
End P L  .Ž .Ž .O G Ž g . j l XŽ .
Ž .The result now follows since the block containing L consists of dim L j j
N Ž .l copies of P L .j
7.5. Now let b	 X where w w s for some 1 i r. Let L be aw , e 0 i
 0Ž .simple U b -module.
 0Ž .LEMMA. Let b be as aboe and let L be a simple U b -module. Then
we hae
Ext  01 L,  L .Ž .U Žb. 	 N
Ž . Ž .  0Ž . Ž .Proof. Let U b be as in 8 . As U b is a free U b -module wew  w
Ž .  0Ž .have a graded isomorphism for M a U b -module and N a U b -mod-w 
Ž .ule cf. Lemma 6.14
Ext M , N  Ext  0 U 0 b  M , N .Ž . Ž .Ž .U Žb. U Žb.  U Žb.w  w
Ž .  0Ž .By the Corollary U b is semisimple so the above shows that U bw 
 L is a projective module whose head includes M. CalculatingU Žb.w
Ž . Ž .dimensions using Theorem 2.7 ii and iii shows this module is in fact the
projective cover of L.
Ž .Recall that by 26 there is an isomorphism
 0  0U b  L U    L.Ž . ž / U Žb.  U .Ž1.w w
i  0 4It is clear the set E  1 : 0 i l 1 is a basis U  . More-	  U Ž1.N w
l  0  0over, since E  0 in U there is a filtration on U   given by	   U Ž1.N w
F j-span Ei  1 : j i l 1 . 4	N
Using this we see that there is a non-split extension of M by F 1F 2 L.
It is straightforward to check that there is an isomorphism
 : F 1F 2 L  L	N
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ŽŽ . .induced by  E  1 m  1m. This proves there is a non-split	N
extension of L by   L. Proposition 7.3 ensures that there is only one	N
such extension.
7.6. In order to describe   L we require a combinatorial lemma. We	N
Ž . have w   and since W acts on the bases of the root system of0
Ž .G it follows that w  . Hence w induces a permutation on 0 0
which we will denote by 	  .r
For any given root system the fixed points of  are known. We list these
 in Table I using the notation of 5, Planches IIX .
 It is known that w can fall into one of two distinct classes 15, 5.3 :
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Case i . s w  s w  1 s s w  1; here we have0  Ž i. 0
P w P w 0
 P s Ž i. . 43Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Case ii . s w  s w  1 s s w  1; here we have0  Ž i. 0
P w 0 P w
 P s Ž i. . 44Ž .
Ž .LEMMA. Let l w N 1, so that w w s for some 1 i r. Let0 i
Ž .  0Ž .	  w    and let L be a simple U b -module. ThenN i  Ž i. 
  L L s w  s w  1  i  i . 45Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	 0N
Proof. We first prove
s w  s w  1  i  i , 46Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
using a case-by-case analysis of the simple root systems having non-trivial
permutation  . Indeed if  is trivial w must send  to  so it follows0 i i
w 0  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .that P  0 . As a result s w  r is maximal and so s w  s w  1.0 0
TABLE I
System Rank Fixed points
A r odd Ž r1.2
r even None
B r 2  , . . . , 1 r
C r 3  , . . . , 1 r
D r 4, even  , . . . , 1 r
r 5, odd  , . . . , 1 r2
E 6  , 2 4
7  , . . . , 1 7
8  , . . . , 1 8
F 4  , . . . , 1 4
G 2  , 1 2
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r 1Ž .Type A . From Table I we see that  i  i if and only if i .r 2
Realising the Weyl group of A as the permutation group Ý , ther r1
longest word can be written as a product of transpositions
w  1 r 1 2 r 3 r 1 . . . . 47Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .Moreover the reflection s can be written as the transposition i i 1 . Ifi
r 1 Ž . Ž .i it is therefore clear that s w s  s w  1.0 i 02
r 1 Ž .Henceforth assume i . Since the individual transpositions in 472
commute we can adjust w s so that0 i
w s  1 r 1 2 r . . . i r 2 i i 1 r 1 i i i 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 i
48Ž .
For ease of notation we define p, p	Ý asr1
p i r 2 i i 1 r 1 i ;Ž . Ž .
p i r 2 i i 1 r 1 i i i 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
r r 2For the moment we assume that i and that i . This ensures that2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .l p  2 and that l p  3. From 48 , it is clear that s w s  s w 0 i 0
. Ž . Ž . Ž  .2  s p . Therefore it is enough to check that s p  3. Since l p  3
Ž . it follows that s p equals either 1 or 3. However, p is not a transposition
Ž .since it contains at least three distinct integers. This proves 46 in this
rŽ . Ž .case. A similar argument shows that s w s  s w  1 if i or i0 i 0 2
r 2 .2
Ž .  Ž .Type D r odd . By 5, Planche IV, XI w fixes  , . . . , r 0 1 r2
and switches  and  . The Cartan matrix shows thatr1 r
    2    .Ž .r1 r r1 r
From this it follows that
w 0  4P  -span    ,r1 r
Ž .implying, in particular, that s w  r 1.0
Ž .Suppose that  i  i, that is, i r 2. Then we have that
s       Ž .i r1 r r1 r
w 0 si w Ž .which implies    	 P  P . If we were in case i then wer1 r
would have
dim  P w  dim  P w 0  1,Ž . Ž . 
w  4 Ž .forcing P  0 , a contradiction. Hence we are in case ii as required.
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Ž .Suppose now that  i  i so that i r 1 or i r. By symmetry we
Ž .assume i r 1 without loss of generality. If we were in case ii then, by
Ž .44 , we would have
w s Ž r1. w sr  4P 
 P  P 
 P  -span    ,r1 r
sr  4a contradiction since P  -span  : 1 j r 1 . We are therefore inj
Ž .case i as required.
 Ž .Type E . By 5, Planche V, XI w fixes  and  and switches6 0 2 4
 and  with  and  , respectively. It follows that1 3 6 5
w 0  4 P -span    ,    . 49Ž . 1 6 3 5
We see from the Cartan matrix that
  2      21 1 3 6 5 6
   2      2   .3 1 3 4 5 4 5 6
A simple calculation using the above description shows that    , 1 6 3
w 0 Ž .  	 P . By 49 it follows that5
w 0  4P  -span    ,    . 50Ž .1 6 3 5
Ž . Ž .Suppose that  i  i, that is, i 2 or i 4. If we were in case i we
would have
P w P si
 P w 0 .
Ž . w 0 si w 0 wEquation 50 shows however that P  P , implying P  P , a con-
Ž .tradiction. Therefore we are in case ii .
Ž .  4 Ž . w 0Suppose that  i  i, so i	 1, 3, 5, 6 . It follows from 50 that P 
s Ž i. Ž . Ž .P so we cannot be in case ii . Therefore, from 43 , we have
 4-span    , i 1 or 6,3 5wP  ½  4-span    , i 3 or 5.1 6
Ž .This is sufficient to prove 46 in this, the final instance.
Ž .By Theorem 2.7 ii we have
  L L 
, 	 	 l for all 
	 P w .Ž .	 NN
Ž .If  i  i then we have that 	   . Moreover we also have thatN i
w Ž . 	 P . Then  ,   2 l, provingi i i
  L L  i  i .Ž .	N
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If  i  i we have shown that s w  s w  1. Thus we are in case i0
above and we have
P w P s Ž i. .
Therefore we have

, 	  
,  0 for all 
	 P w .Ž . Ž .N  i
This shows
 i  i  L L,Ž . 	N
as required.
 0Ž .7.7. The following theorem explicitly describes the algebras U b .
THEOREM. Let b	 X where w w s and let  be as aboe.w , e 0 i
Ž . Ž .i If  i  i then we hae an algebra isomorphism
l rsŽw 0.1   X
 0
Ž12.Ž NsŽw ..U b  Mat .Ž . 0 l lž /XŽ .j1
Ž . Ž .ii If  i  i then we hae an algebra isomorphism
l rsŽw 0.
0 0
Ž12.Ž N2sŽw ..U b  Mat U  .Ž . Ž .0 ž / l  2
j1
 4  0Ž .Proof. Let L , . . . , L be a complete list of non-isomorphic U b -1 n 
Ž . Ž .modules and let P L be the projective cover of L . By Theorem 2.7 iij j
Ž . Ž12.Ž N1sŽw .. rsŽw .we have dim L  l and there are precisely l simplej
 0Ž .U b -modules. Therefore, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.4, we
have
dim P L  l N rŽ rsŽw .. Ž12.Ž N1sŽw .. l Ž12.Ž NsŽw .1. .Ž .j
This, together with Lemma 7.5 and Lemma 7.6, describes the composition
Ž . Ž .factors of P L : if  i  i then there are l composition factors, eachj
Ž .isomorphic to L ; if  i  i then the composition factors are   Lj m i
Ž .for 0m l 1. Part i now follows from the same argument as in the
proof of Theorem 7.4.
Ž .  0Ž .Therefore suppose  i  i. Let B be a block of U b and suppose
L belongs to the block B. Then   L for 0 j l 1 are preciselyj i
Ž .the simple modules belonging to B. Let P L be the projective cover of L.
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Ž .It follows from 39 that a projective generator of B is
l1
P B    P L .Ž . Ž . j i
j0
Ž .As for 41 , this implies that
dim End  0 P B  l 2 . 51Ž . Ž .Ž .U Žb.
 Ž .Define the O G g -map, Gr , as 0
 : P L  P L    L   P L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0  i i
and, for 0 j l 1, let
  1  :  P L   P L .Ž . Ž .j 0 j Ž j1.i i
Ž .Note that, as in 42 , we have
dim im   l Ž12.Ž N2sŽw 0 .. l 1 .Ž . Ž .j
Let  denote the projectionj
 : P B   P L ,Ž . Ž .j j i
and let  denote the inclusionj
 :  P L  P B .Ž . Ž .j j i
Ž Ž .. 0We define  ,  	 End P B asK E U Žb.
l1
j    ÝK j j
j0
and
l1
      .ÝE j1 j j
j0
Simple calculations show that, for 1 s l,
l1
s s j    ÝK j j
j0
and
l1
s        ÝE js js1 j j
j0
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and also that
   1  .K E E K
Ž .In particular, using 51 , it follows that
 l  0 while  s  0 for 1 s l 1E E
and that
 l  1.K
Hence we have a well-defined surjective algebra map
o p 0
 0 : End P B U Ž . Ž .Ž .U Žb.  2
Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by    E and    K. By 51 the map  must be anE K
Ž .isomorphism. The result now follows since B consists of dim L
Ž12.Ž N2sŽw ..0 Ž .l copies of P B .
Remark. Theorems 7.4 and 7.7 describe the basic algebras associated to
 Ž .  0Ž .O G g and U b , respectively. Every basic algebra over an alge- 
braically closed field can be realised as the path algebra of a quiver with
  Ž l.relations. A quiver with relations associated to  X  X is simply a
directed loop with the relation being l journeys along the loop. A quiver
 0Ž .  with relations associated to U  is described in 25, Theorem 2 . 2
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